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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about CMG VNF scaling is TRUE? 

A. OAM-VM can be scaled out in steps of a single VM for CMG LB mode deployment 

B. LB-VM can be scaled out is steps of a single VM for CMG LB-less mode deployment 

C. MG-VM can be scaled out is steps of an MG-VM pair for CMG LB mode deployment 

D. LB-VM and MG-VM must be scaled simultaneously to achieve a successful CMG deployment 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describes the 2N model for VM redundancy? 

A. There is one active VM and one standby VM that takes over if the active VM fails. 

B. Thera are N active VMs and a pool of standby VMs that can take over if one or more active VMs fail. 

C. There are N active VMs, each one paired with a standby VM that takes over if its active VM fails. 

D. There are 2N active VMs deployed to support a service that needs N active VMs, with extra capacity in case one or
more VMs fail. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is correct about CMM system overall health check? 

A. The "fns_monitor" command is only available at the NECC VM. 

B. The "cmm_monitor" command is used to run the complete set of health checks for a specific CMM VM. 

C. The "cmm_monitor" command can be manually executed on any CMM VM. 

D. The "fns_monitor" and "cmm_monitor" commands require superuser privilege. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements regarding CMM call processing is TRUE? 

A. Call processing services are deployed in active-standby mode and resources are fully duplicated 
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B. Call processing services are deployed in pure stateless mode and UE contexts are only stored in an external
database 

C. Call processing services are deployed in hybrid mode and UE contexts are stored both locally and in an external
database 

D. Call processing services are deployed in all-active mode and UE contexts are only stored locally 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following best describes the reason for CPU pinning? 

A. To ensure that a VM is assigned to high performance CPU cores. 

B. To ensure that a VM\\'s CPU cores area all allocated on the same NUMA node. 

C. To ensure that a VM is assigned to a compute node with adequate resources. 

D. To ensure that a VM is assigned a sufficient number of CPU cores. 

Correct Answer: A 
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